Arrest of synthesis of specific proteins at the onset of mammary tumor regression.
MTW9 mammary carcinoma regressing after removal of mammotropin stimulation was used as a model to test the hypothesis that the augmented activity of lysosomal enzymes observed during regression may be triggered by a modification of the protein composition of the cytoplasm. In support of the hypothesis, we observed that: (a) the pattern of leucine incorporation into cytosol proteins differs between growing and regressing tumors; (b) the difference is localized in three bands of the electrophoretic pattern; and (c) the change in pattern appears within 6 hr after hormone removal, about 4 hr after prolactin levels in blood were below the concentration needed by MTW9 to grow. These observations are in line with our previous finding of an increased susceptibility of cytosol proteins to proteolytic digesion during MTW9 regression.